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Pallet Physics
Abstract

This project explores whether it is safe to unload a 907kg pallet from a supply truck with a bed 1.5m off the
ground by sliding it down a metal ramp. First we calculated the critical angle for which the pallet would
overcome the friction of the wood on the metal and begin to slide. Next we calculated velocity of the pallet as
it reaches the bottom of the ramp. Finally we calculate the distance the pallet travels on the concrete after
leaving the ramp. Based on these calculations of acceleration, velocity, and displacement, we conclude that it
would not be safe to unload the truck in this manner.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the event of machinery breakdown, is it possible to unload a
from a delivery truck whose trailer stands

warehouse pallet

off the ground by sliding it down a metal ramp?

If it is possible, is it safe for a workplace environment?

MOTIVATION
Safety is a part of engineering that should never be overlooked. Engineers have designed
machines that pick up and move crates safely without endangering the operator or merchandise.
However, what happens if these machines breaks down and there is no replacement? Will it be
possible to move the crates out of the truck safely, or at all? Publix and other retailers regularly
encounter such problems.

𝜇𝑠

𝑚
𝜃𝑐

Figure 1: Sliding a
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𝑥
pallet down a ramp from the back of a Publix delivery truck.
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MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH
We shall approach the problem by first finding the critical angle for which a
wooden pallet will begin to slide on a metal ramp. Next we will calculate the velocity of the
pallet as it reaches the bottom of the ramp. Finally we will compute how far the pallet will slide
on the concrete after it leaves the ramp.
Critical Angle.

Let

. be the critical angle where the load overcomes the friction between

the ramp and pallet and begins to slide. This occurs when the force of friction
pushing the pallet parallel to the ramp

. In other words, for a ramp with angle

equals the force
,

.

(1)

The force of friction can be calculated as the force pressing the pallet to ramp
multiplied by the static coefficient of friction between the pallet and the ramp, i.e.,
(2)
and from (1) we have
.

(3)

as seen in Figure 2. The estimated static coefficient of friction between the wood and metal ramp
is

(Coefficient of Friction Reference Table) so
.
Given that the height of the truck is

(4)

, the distance from the truck to the end of the

ramp is
(
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𝜃𝑐

𝜃𝑐

𝐹𝑛

𝐹𝑔

𝐹𝑝
Figure 2: Forces acting on the pallet as it slides down the ramp.

The force of gravity pulling the pallet towards the Earth,

, can be calculated by

Newton’s second law of motion, i.e.,
(

)(

)

.

(6)

From (4), (6), and the fact that

(7)

we calculate that

Similarly,

(

)( )

.

(8)

(

)( )

.

(9)

√

and
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Velocity Leaving the Ramp.

Next we can find the velocity of the pallet as it reaches the

bottom of the ramp. Once the pallet begins to move we evaluate the frictional force using the
kinetic coefficient of friction rather than the static coefficient. Since the static coefficient of
friction is usually higher than the kinetic coefficient of friction, we estimate the kinetic
coefficient of friction to be

. As a result, the frictional force
(

)(

changes to

)

(10)

so the net downward force parallel to the ramp is
.

(11)

From this we may use Newton’s second law of motion to calculate the acceleration of the pallet
due to gravity as
( )

.

(12)

Hence, the velocity of the pallet at time is given by
( )

∫

( )

(13)

and the distance the pallet has traveled along the ramp is
( )

∫

( )

.

(14)

From the Pythagorean Theorem, we know that the length of the ramp is √(

)

(

)

and at the bottom of the ramp
( )
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This means that the velocity of the pallet by the time it gets to the bottom of the ramp is
(

)

.

Distance Traveled on Concrete.

Now we want to know how far the pallet slides once it

leaves the ramp. From (Coefficient of Friction Reference Table) we see that the kinetic
coefficient of friction between wood and concrete is
level surface, the normal force

. Because the pallet is now on a

is equal to the gravitational force
(

)(

so

)

and the kinetic friction is decelerating the pallet according to
( )

.

Given that that the velocity is initially

(17)

at the bottom of the ramp, we compute the

velocity on the concrete as
( )

∫

The pallet comes to rest when ( )

( )

.

, which occurs at

(18)

. By integrating (18) with

respect to time and using the fact that the displacement is initially zero, we can compute the
total displacement of the pallet from the end of the ramp as
( )

∫

( )

meaning that the pallet came to rest on the concrete (
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beyond the ramp.
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DISCUSSION
Upon examination, one can tell that this situation would be a dangerous one. The pallet is
so heavy that it reaches a high speed very quickly, assuming that the ramp is strong enough to
hold it. The pallet would reach a speed of

(

), and then continue an additional

half meter past the ramp (again assuming that it wouldn’t crash and break in the process.)
Before calculations the idea of unloading a supply truck by sliding the pallets down a
ramp seemed plausible when the fork lifts and pallet jacks brake. Some straightforward
calculations reveal that this method would be risky for employees and merchandise alike.
Throughout the analysis it was assumed that pallet would slide smoothly down the ramp and
successfully transition onto the concrete. In reality, a pallet is likely to crash or topple unless its
weight is significantly decreased. Both the product and employees are in great danger to be hurt
if this process is used.
However, this project showed the importance of analyzing ideas mathematically before
testing them physically. In the Publix working environment, there are many rules and limitations
for machinery and structures. Engineers used similar equations and processes to establish a safe
working environment and keep everybody healthy.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on our analysis, warehouse pallets should be left in the supply truck or on the rack
when there is no machine to carry them. Even with a moderate coefficient of static and kinetic
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which is dangerously fast for something that weighs

. Because the final velocity on the ramp is the same as the initial velocity for the ground,
the pallet would slide on the concrete for

and travel

past the ramp once it reached

the bottom. While this may not be extreme for a small box of books, this is a significant speed
for a pallet stacked with cans of green beans.
This project would benefit from physical experimentation. The coefficients of friction
used in this project were estimations based on prior experience, the Internet, and various physics
handbooks. Measuring the coefficient of static friction between specific types of wood with
various metals would yield much more accurate results. Further, this analysis did not consider
the length of the ramp that Publix stores and warehouses have access to.
Finally, a number of similar situations should be further explored. Perhaps the machines
broke down overnight when the pallets were already within the aisles. – do the pallets have
potential to be pushed back to storage by morning, and how many workers would be needed to
collectively move such a pallet?
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol

Description

Units

Mass
Acceleration due to gravity
Friction force
Force on pallet parallel to the ramp/concrete
Force due to acceleration of gravity
Normal force
Coefficient of static friction (wood and metal)
Coefficient of kinetic friction (wood and metal)
Coefficient of kinetic friction (wood and concrete)
Displacement
Velocity
Acceleration
Time
Length from the truck to the end of the ramp
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